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A monthly dispatch from Joyce A. Miller, Writer

THE DOG DAYS OF SUMMER

What are the Dog Days of Summer? The Dog Days of Summer
are the hot, humid, oppressive days between July 3rd and
August 11th each year. During this time the Sun occupies the
same space in the sky as Sirius, part of the constellation Canis
Major, the Greater Dog. In the summer, Sirius, the Dog Star,
rises and sets with the Sun; and is the brightest star in the sky.
In ancient Greece, Rome, and Egypt, it was believed that the
rising of Sirius contributed to the extreme weather of the
season. So, even though we think of the Dog Days as those
devastatingly hot days when our dogs only want to dig a cool
hole in the yard and pant, that is not the original meaning of
the term.

During these hottest days of the year, you can teach your dog
to do a short dog dancing routine while you’re inside in the
AC. Start with something simple that your dog already knows
how to do like sit or down. Chain that together with some
simple movement like a heel or a spin. Throw some of your
favorite music on and move together with your dog, cuing him
to do these different tricks along with the music. You don’t
have to be a ballet dancer but just have fun with it. And it
helps to give your dog lots of yummy treats, like Cheese
Chicken Dog Delights, along the way

Recipe for Cheese
Chicken Dog
Delights!
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I’m beginning to do the marketing for my Look! You’re Dancing book.
The book is available in print and eBook from anywhere that you buy
books. If you have a book club, service organization or dog training club
that would be interested in having me come as a speaker, please let me
know so we can get it on the calendar. I can do a reading from the book,
answer your questions about dog dancing, or explain my writing
process—or all the above!

As a bonus for July’s newsletter, I’m including a recipe for Cheese
Chicken Dog Delights training treats. If you use these training treats to
work on your dog dancing routine, let me know if your dog enjoys them
by dropping me an email joycemiller1959@gmail.com. I’d love to hear
from you! 

I live in the Church Hill section of Richmond, VA with my husband and my

retired racing greyhound. Before I started writing, I worked for 30 years at a

nuclear physics research laboratory.

Do what you came here for!
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